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1. BACKGROUND 
 
The Northwest Territories Public Utilities Board (“the Board”), last approved a 

change to Northland Utilities (NWT) Limited’s (“Northland”) diesel fuel rider 

(“Rider A”) in Decision 2-2004. The rate schedules were approved effective 

March 1, 2004. 

 

Northland filed the last application by letter dated January 16, 2004 for changes 

to Rider A effective February 1, 2004.  

 

Due to timing of the application and implementation, Northland subsequently 

proposed a March 1, 2004 effective date, and filed a revised application with 

respect to Rider A dated February 12, 2004 to replace that of January 16, 2004. 

 

The revised application modified the forecast fuel prices as follows: 

 

           Most recent $/kWh           Previously filed  

 Dory Point/Kakisa       $0.4365    $0.3980 

Fort Providence       $0.4255    $0.3845 

Trout Lake        $0.4720    $0.4217 

Hay River        $0.4400    $0.3680

 Wekweti        $0.7061    $0.6831 

 

The revised fuel price forecasts and the under collections due to change in the 

rider implementation date brought about a request by Northland in its February 

12, 2004 application for the following adjustments to the then existing riders: 
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           Proposed Rate $/kWh           Existing Rate $/kWh 

 Dory Point/Kakisa       $0.09179    $0.00658 

Fort Providence       $0.08043    $0.04024 

Trout Lake        $0.12990    $0.00370 

Hay River        $0.00380    $0.00277

 Wekweti        $0.10556   ($0.03513) 

 

The Board, in Decision 2-2004 did not approve the February 12, 2004 revised 

application but approved the revisions to Rider A based on the January 16, 2004 

Application. In this regard the Board stated as follows: 

 

“In its February 12, 2004 Application Northland requested inclusion of certain fuel 
cost increases in addition to the correction of Rider A levels to reflect the 
computation error referred to in the above paragraph. The Board is concerned 
the rate impact on customers as a result of the compounding of the fuel price 
increases and the correction of computation error would result in significant rate 
increases particularly in the diesel communities served by Northland. The Board 
has weighed the delay in giving effect to any under recoveries resulting from fuel 
price increase against rate stability considerations and concludes, given the 
magnitude of the computation error, the adjustment to Rider A should be limited 
to correction of the computation error as per the January 16, 2004 Application. 
The Board considers further that any under recoveries due to delay in the 
implementation of Rider A from the February 1, 2004 date requested in the 
January 16, 2004 Application to March 1, 2004 should be reconciled and 
included at the time of the next Rider A Application. Accordingly, the Board will 
approve the Rider A changes requested in Northland’s January 16, 2004 
Application, effective March 1, 2004.” [Board Decision 2-2004, PP 6-7] 
 

Further, the Board stated it will not accept another application for an increase in 

Rider A that is effective prior to July 1,2004 without significant justification from 

Northland based on rapidly increasing fuel costs. 
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The Board directed Northland in Decision 2-2004 to address, at the time of the 

next Rider A Application, the maximum percentage increase in revenues by 

community and customer class and the maximum number of adjustments in a 

year, that Northland considers reasonable having regard to rate stability, for 

future Rider A adjustment Applications. 

 

By letter dated July 28, 2004, Northland filed an Application to adjust Rider A, 

effective September 1, 2004, for the communities of Dory Point/Kakisa, Fort 

Providence and Wekweti to reflect current under-collections and higher diesel 

fuel prices. 

 

2. APPLICATION 
 

Northland proposes changes to Rider A for the communities of Dory 

Point/Kakisa, Fort Providence and Wekweti effective September 1, 2004 to 

reflect the following: 

 

1. Changes caused by the March 1, 2004 delay from February 1, 2004. 
2. Changes caused by increased diesel fuel costs. 

 

 

Northland states the delay in implementing the January 16, 2004 filed Rider A 

rates to March 1, 2004 from February 1, 2004 has reduced collections from 

consumers for the communities of Dory Point/Kakisa, Fort Providence and 

Wekweti, in the amounts of $1,692, $7,419 and $6,990, respectively. This was 

calculated by taking the difference in the account balance with the rates 

theoretically implemented February 1, 2004 and the actual account balance, 

keeping all sales and generation at the same levels. 
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Northland states diesel fuel prices have increased in all communities, with costs 

at Fort Providence increasing by 41.8% since the last filing. Since diesel fuel 

costs are difficult to predict Northland proposes to use the latest contract diesel 

fuel costs, as of July 21, 2004, as the basis to set the change in Rider A.  

 

Based on quarterly reviews and the criteria detailed in Northland’s February 12, 

2004 Rider A filing, and in response to Board Information Request PUB-

NUL(NWT)-2 filed as part of that application, Northland indicates it will make 

adjustments to Rider A to achieve targeted account balances of close to zero for 

each community by December 31, 2005. With close monitoring of the influencing 

factors of diesel costs, sales and generation, Northland indicates it will attempt to 

achieve a maximum customer cost increase or decrease of no greater than 10% 

per community and customer class for a sample load. Northland indicates 

applications will be limited to quarterly filing on a basis that one or both customer 

class costs have increased/decreased by more than 2%. 

 

The changes to Rider A proposed in this Application are as follows: 

 
Proposed Rates ($/kWh) Dory-Kakisa Ft. Providence Wekweti

Existing Rider A Rate 0.06968$         0.06727$         0.08771$         
Component Caused by March 1 Delay 0.00363$         0.00193$         0.00986$         

Component Caused by Increased Fuel Cost 0.02910$         0.02757$         0.01575$         
Total Rate Change 0.03273$         0.02950$         0.02561$         

Proposed Rider A Rate 0.10241$        0.09677$        0.11332$          
 

Trout Lake and Hay River are excluded from this Application since the impact to 

the customer cost is less than 2% for these communities. 

 

Northland states the proposed change in Rider A results in no impact to 

residential customers with a monthly consumption of 520 kWh. This is caused by 

the territorial support neutralizing any rate changes for residences using less 
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than 700 kWh in a month. Due to the magnitude of the cost impact to commercial 

customers in the community of Fort Providence being 14.4%, which is over the 

10% threshold, Northland states it is capping the adjustment of 10% for this 

Application. This would leave an imbalance of $49,739 to be recovered at the 

next Rider A application. Northland states each community’s diesel fuel rider 

account balance is calculated independent of each other, thus the other 

communities are not affected by this current imbalance. 

 

By e-mail, dated August 3, 2004, Northland advised that a copy of the Application 

will be sent to the communities of Fort Providence, Dory Point/Kakisa and 

Wekweti. 

 

By e-mail dated August 13, 2004 the Board issued information requests to 

Northland. Northland responded by letter dated August 13, 2004. 

 

3. DECISION 
 

The Board notes Northland’s statement it will attempt to achieve a maximum 

customer cost increase or decrease no greater than 10% per community and 

customer class for a sample load, at the time of each Rider A application. 

Northland indicates applications will be limited to quarterly filings on a basis that 

one or both customer class costs have increased/decreased by more than 2%. 

The Board accepts the foregoing as useful guidelines for purposes of 

determining changes to Rider A subject to the overall consideration that 

cumulative increases do not result in unacceptable rate shock to a community or 

rate class. 
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The Board notes the increases in fuel costs in each of the communities of Dory 

Point/ Kakisa, Fort Providence and Wekweti and considers any further delay in 

implementing the changes requested by Northland at this time may result in 

higher increases at a later point in time. Accordingly, the Board will approve the 

changes requested by Northland. 
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4. BOARD ORDER 
 

NOW THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED THAT: 
 

1. Northland Utilities (NWT) Limited’s Rate Rider A attached hereto as 

Appendix 1, is approved, effective September 1, 2004. 

 

2. Nothing in this Decision and order shall bind, affect or prejudice the Board 

in its Consideration of any other matter or question relating to Northland 

Utilities (NWT) Limited. 

 

 
      ON BEHALF OF THE 
      PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD 
      OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 
 
 
 
 
 
       
      DATED August 16, 2004 
      John E. Hill 
      Chairman 



 
FOLLOWING IS 

 
APPENDIX 1 

 
ATTACHED TO AND FORMING PART OF 

 
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD 

 
OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 

 
DECISION 10-2004 

 
DATED August 16, 2004 
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